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Abstract 
Feminist propaganda has sought to persuade the World that women are 

powerless in society, and that men are naturally oppressors of women. It 

claims that wives are subordinate to their husband, in the home, and that 

outside the home men have excluded women from political, economic and 

cultural power. From the feminist perspective, gender is particularly 

important as a primary way to signify relationships of power, not only in 

the home, but also in the world of foreign policy and international 

relations. By privileging masculinity, women can be socially but also 

legally into a superpower status. The objective of this study is to establish 

that female, or women are very powerful and that much of society is 

matriarch. The notion that women are slaves and men is masters are 

wrong and categorically unfounded. The term men’s liberation was 

derived from the term women’s liberation and thus insinuates that 

women have power over men. This study will show that most women 

allow men to work for them, think for them and take on their 

responsibilities – in fact, they exploit them, so long as this study is 

concerned women are charge of domestic affairs men cannot do. This 

study is qualitative in nature and based on secondary data, with 

appropriate recommendations in support of the study. 
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Introduction: 

Basically, there are several different versions of feminism, but most share a 

number of features in common. Many feminists characterize contemporary 

society as patriarchal; that is they are dominated by men. The two gender 
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categories are dependable upon one another for their interest. Indeed, 

society reinforced the idea that to be a “real man” means not to disregard 

“feminine” characteristics. Hence the emphasis on gender is not just effect 

women, but men and masculinity as well. 

 

Conventionally, modern opinion, as well as the social science consensus, 

would appear to support the feminist picture. It is conventionally assumed 

that female power, if it existed, would be wield by women, through some 

public system of authority. It is also held, by conventional expert opinion 

that matriarchs (who would be the natural wielders of female power) are 

illusory, and that matriarchy (a system of females wielding authority) does 

not exist.  

 

In any case, even if no “strictly matriarchal society” ever existed, that would 

not imply that female power did not exist. Authority is only one the many 

types of power, and the wielding of authority is only one of the many types 

of power and the wielding of authority is not necessary for the exercise of 

many types of power. Power without authority is neither unknown nor 

rare, as is recognized when it is said that someone is “the power behind the 

throne”. Feminist propaganda and conventional knowledge 

notwithstanding, it seems prima facie odd to claim that women are 

powerless in society and in particular, over men. 

 

If the essence of power is the ability to get what one wants, then women are 

far from powerless. Women do get and always do get, what they want, be 

it riches, or thrones, or the head of John the Baptist or routine exemption 

from hardships and risks which their men folk are obliged to endure. That 

women operation by methods which often differ from those available to 

men does not in any way mean that women are bereft of power. This study 

shall show, matriarchs (who wield female power) and matriarchy (an 

organized structure or institution for the exercise of female power) do exist, 

indeed have always existed. The power they wield is neither illusory nor a 
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joke. Furthermore, in human society, it is not male power but female power 

that is supreme or rather, to change the imagery, however, great male 

power maybe, it is to female power what that one- seventh of an iceberg 

which is visible above water is to the six-sevenths which lies below the 

water line. 

 

The male modes of power are actually tributary to the female modes, in as 

much as the fruits of male power are poured at the feet of woman through 

the workings of female power. That men seek wealth, power, status and 

fame for the love of woman is widely attested to by knowledgeable 

commentators. (Esther, (2008 p.10) has it that “man’s work is only done 

with woman in view. 

 

The Three Phase of Female Power: 

Female power exists, it hangs over every man like a ubiquitous shadow. 

Indeed, the life cycle of man, from cradle to grave, may be divided into three 

phases, each of which is defined by the form of female power which 

dominates him. Mother power, bride power or wife-power.  

 

From birth to puberty man is ruled by mother power, as exercised over him 

by his one and only “mummy dearest”. Then he passed into the territory of 

bride power, as exercised over him by his bride - to – be, that cuddle some 

and tender wench he feels he cannot live without. This phase lasts from 

puberty to that wedding day when the last of his potential brides finally 

makes herself wife. He then passed into the domain of wife power, as 

exercised over him by his own resident matriarch alias his darling wife. 

This phase last till he is either divorced, widowed or dead. In each phase, 

female power is established over him through his peculiar weakness in that 

stage of his life. Mother power is established over him while he is a helpless 

infant. Bride power holds sway over him through his great need for a womb 

in which to procreate, if he didn’t feel this need, he wouldn’t put himself 

into the power of any owner of a womb. Wife power is established over him 
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through his craving to appear as lord and master of some woman’s nest 

should he dispense with this vanity, not even the co-producer of his child 

could hold him in her nest and rule him. Pearson, (2018 p. 20) 

 

The Five Pillars of Female Power: 

The five conditions or the pillars of female power are as follows: 

a) Woman’s control of the Womb; 

b) Woman’s control of the Kitchens; 

c) Woman’s control of the Cradle; 

d) The psychological Immaturity of man relative to woman; and 

e) Man’s tendency to be deranged by his own excited Penis. 

 

A man can be controlled by the hunger in his belly and by the other hunger 

which flares up just below his belly. Consequently, he can be manipulated 

by whoever controls the Kitchens which feeds him or by whoever carries 

the womb through which he craves to procreate. The man abandons the 

kitchens to woman and grovels for access to a womb, are not ordained by 

nature or by god, but result from how woman who controls the cradle has 

chosen to conditions boys and girls. We must remember the saying that “the 

hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the world”. That is so 

because whoever trains child in its first years shapes it for life. Woman who 

rules the nursery shares boys and girls for life, and the ways in which she 

shapes boys makes them what they become as man. It is said that a man 

comes at age at 60 years and a woman at 15b years, which is why, in the 

eyes of woman, men are babies or at best little boys. That men are babies or 

little boys is why a bride con fool her suitor, however much older than her 

he maybe, and why a wife can rule her husband so readily. Being a baby in 

the hands of his bride or wife, these suitor or husband is rare who discovers 

the true nature of the courtship or marital encounter before it is all too late 

for him, he often does not do so till he is shoved into his grave, leaving 

whatever he has accumulated through a lifetime of toil and risk to his 

widow to make marry with. 
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It is also said that when his penis stands up a man’s brain takes French leave 

which is why a woman who wants to rule a man first gets his penis to stand 

up and salute her. Basically, of the above five pillars discussed, the womb 

is by far the most important. Because it is of exceptional importance in 

reproduction, because woman has a monopoly of it, and because of man’s 

irrepressible craving to use it the womb has become woman’s supreme 

headquarters for manipulating men. Is it female power’s ultimate base. 

Sachs, (2015 p. 35) 

 

Theoretical Framework: 

This study adopted the dependency theory. Accounting to Ake, “an 

economy is dependant to the extent that its position and relations to other 

economies in the international system and the articulation of its internal 

structure makes it incapable of autocentric development”. Offiong, (1980 

p.36) argued that dependency is the situation that the history of colonial 

imperialism has left and modern imperialism creates in underdevelopment 

countries. Dependency is not an “external factor” as often erroneously 

believed dependency is a condition situation in which the specific histories 

of development and underdevelopment transpire in various societies. In 

the same view, Nnoli, (1981 p. 38) see dependency as development 

alternatives open to the dependent nations are defined and limited by their 

integration into and functions within the world market. These limitations 

in so far as the functioning of the basic decisions in the world market are 

determined by the dominant nations. Thus, the dependent nations must 

make choices in a situation in which they do not set the terms or parameters 

of choice. Finally, Robert, (1987 p. 44) this theory asserts that the laws of 

motion of capitalism and the contradictions existing in a capitalist economy 

force capitalism to expand into the less developed periphery of the world 

economy. Because of under-consumption and the falling rate of profit at 

home, the capital economies must dominate and exploit the less developed 

countries. This leads to a hierarchical structure of domination between the 

industrial core and the dependent periphery of the world capitalist 
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economy. This theory focus their analyses on capitalism as a world system, 

which structurally placed the less developed states of the world at the 

periphery of a historically determined international division of labour. The 

developing world social scientist started to construct theories to explain the 

inability of these societies to escape from the political and economic 

domination of the imperialist nations. The theory also posit that 

imperialism introduced two major distortions into the economies of 

colonized territories. Ake, (2008, p. 42)  

 

a. The subordination of the economy to the structure of advanced – 

capitalist countries. This involved the re-organization of the economy 

towards the production of primary goods which served local 

industrialization. 

 

b. The external orientation of periphery economies which meant an 

extreme dependence on oversea markets, both for capital and 

technology. 

 

The two main features of the distortion of periphery economies are thus: 

 

a. The emergence of a class alliance between foreign capital and the 

comprador bourgeoisie or local elites who dominate the state and 

politics of less developed countries; and 

 

b. The evolution of extreme pattern of social inequality which causes 

distortions in the domestic market of periphery societies. 

 

This theory showed that man will continue to be dominated by woman 

power as long as they are in want of the womb the kitchen and the cradle. 

Every day of a man’s life he is subject to the dictates of womb, kitchen and 

cradle. The first set to rule him belongs to his mothers. The second belong 

to his wife. The first rules him in his vulnerable infancy, the second in his 
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ambitious adulthood. His bride exploits his nostalgia for his mother’s set 

and manipulates his craving for his future wife. Thus it is that mother, bride 

and wife control a man every day of his life by playing on his changing 

needs for the womb, kitchen and cradle, hence the dependency of man on 

woman. 

 

The power of the Womb: 

Consider any man and any woman when they set out to reproduce 

themselves. She needs his sperm, he needs her egg, without the one the 

other cannot procreate. At the level of their complementary biological 

donations to the child neither has the whip hand over the other. A fair and 

uncared collaboration is possible. The womb is the factory where egg and 

sperm having combined, grow till the fetus is ready to be born. As it is, for 

the man that indispensable factory belong to the woman and the woman 

alone. Woman’s monopoly of the womb loads the mating encounter in her 

favour. It reduces the man to a supplicant. If he must, he will conquer the 

whole world and lay it at a woman’s feet in order to be allowed to use her 

womb. Confronted with her monopoly over the womb, the man is obliged 

to be her slave if that is the price she demands and she does. 

 

O womb, your power is great! You are the biological foundation, the taproot 

of female powers. As the goal net into which a man must shoot if he is to 

procreate, you are that part a woman for which he will pay almost any 

price. And because you are priceless to him, you hold untold power over 

him, like a fabulous goal seam which rules a prospector’s life. Chinweizu, 

(2012 p. 28) 

 

The power of the Kitchen: 

Hunger can break the hardest will, can reduce the head strong man to 

whimpering obedience, can scatter a mighty army without wasting even a 

bullet. Military commander’s use hunger against besieged cities; torturers 

use it, wives use it. Since the power of hunger is terrible whatever holds 
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power over hunger is great indeed. And the kitchen hold power over 

hunger. It holds the power to sate as well as the power to starve and it wield 

that power every day. According to the ancient Egyptian “yesterday’s 

drunkenness does not quench today’s thirst”. Also a Yoruba saying has it 

“l ate yesterday does not interest hunger”. The kitchen is the daily 

operational base of the female power. By feeding him his choice meals, or 

by not serving him any meal at all, the woman who is the commandant of 

his kitchen can manipulate any man. O kitchen, your power is great, and 

woman who rules the kitchen is therefore powerful indeed. Esther, (2008 

p.33) 

 

The power of the Cradle: 

The cradle is the boot-camp where every raw recruit is trained for induction 

into the human community, where basic habits are ingrained. Habits are 

more powerful than commands, for commands can only work where there 

already is a habit for obedience. Mothers use their cradle power in the 

strategic interest of female power. In the nursery, they channel boys 

towards certain kinds of behaviour and guide them away from others. The 

boy-child is taught to disdain cooking, child carrying and housekeeping, 

but the girl-child is encourage to learn them. They boy-child is also taught 

to revere and obey mother and to hunger for her smile and approval. These 

lessons mark him for life. His disdain for child-rearing skills will ensure 

that when he grows up, he will abandon the nursery to his wife, so she can 

dominate it and shape the next generation to suit women’s interest. His 

disdain for cooking will put his stomach into the hands of whatever, 

woman cooks for him in adult life. His reverence for his mother and his 

habit of obeying her, prepare him to revere and obey any woman, such as 

his future wife, whom he makes into his mother –surrogate. O cradle, your 

power is great, by conditioning a boy-child‘s ego you lay the foundations 

upon which female power will build its structures over him. Esther, (2008 

p.43) 
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Mother power: 

Mother power is the least baleful form of female power over man, any badly 

behaved boy maybe disciplined by being smacked, threatened or berated, 

or by having his dinner with held. But in all, the exercise of kitchen and 

cradle power over the boy-child is mild and benign. Because of the sexual 

incapacity of the baby boy, and because of the incent taboo when the boy 

reached puberty, his mother’s womb-power is rarely unleashed on him. 

Mother power over a boy is anchored on his awe for the mysterious ability 

of the person who gave birth to him, on his gratitude to the nurse who cares 

for him, who protected him in an unfamiliar and often frightening world; 

and on his respect for his first teachers. Among the Igbo’s and as elsewhere  

 

“the final appeal a mother would make to an undutiful and 

rebellious child would be whatever you may become and 

wherever you may go, l bore you, for nine months in this 

my womb; and fed you, till you were weaned, with these my 

breasts. That person must be an exceptionally unimaginative 

and remorseless child who would not respond with filial  

repentance and obedience to this irresistible pull at the 

human heart-strings”. Chinweizu, (2012 p.111) 

 

Such manipulation of guilt feeling is only one of the mother power’s 

methods for ruling its offspring. The techniques of mother power are 

perhaps best revealed in those battles where adult daughters fight for 

independence from their mothers. In some cases we maybe privileged to 

watch two adept at female power analysis their games, even as they are 

deep in it. In one such battle, the daughter lists the main techniques by 

which her mother had controlled her up until her revolt at certain age, 

among them were the following: 

 

a. Making supposedly casual comment’s which cast scans on the 

daughter’s friends and husband; 
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b. Making the daughter feel pressured nervous and incapable of ever 

pleasing you; 

c. Making the daughter feel excluded from family club which l don’t 

belong to, don’t want to belong to but feel that l should belong to. Also 

a club that l pretend in your presence, to belong to and this pretense 

makes me feel nervous; 

d. Making the daughter feel guilty as hell if she did something knowing as 

l was doing it that l was displeasing you, upsetting you”. 

e. Making the daughter feel so anxious to please you; and 

f. Using the maneuver of calling me un-liberated or anything equivalent. 

 

But what is mother power used for? The primary objectives of mother 

power are to prepare boys so they can be ruled by the future wives, and to 

train girls to rule their future husbands. To this end, the main tasks of 

mother power are these: 

 

a) To lay the appropriate personality foundations in the children, 

narcissism in girls and heroism in boys; 

b) To secure kitchen power and cradle power, power girls; and 

c) To magnify womb power by teaching sexual restraint to girls, through 

codes of modesty, while undermining sexual self-control in boys by 

addicting them to the female boys. 

 

The female political powerfulness: 

In the western world, the wife of a king is queen, but the husband of a queen 

is not necessarily king. Otherwise, why is Prince Phillip husband to 

Britain’s Queen Elizabeth ll, only a prince and not king? And why was 

prince Albert husband to Britain Queen Victoria, only a prince and not 

king? 

 

The rites of love require that if a man loves a woman, he show it by giving 

gifts to and doing things for her however. If a woman loves a man, she is 
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expected to show it by accepting gifts and services from him. Thus  for him, 

it is better to give than to receive, while for her it is better to receive than to 

give. 

 

A mother and a father are not equally responsible for the financial support 

of their children. The responsibility is primarily with the father; only if he 

died, or was manifestly unable to support them would the responsibility 

become the mother’s.  This is so under United State of America (US) Law 

and Customary in many other Lands. 

 

Men are trained to initiate sexual contact; women to be restrained and even 

to offer coy resistance to sexual advances from men. This difference in 

conditioning puts control of sexual encounter in the hands of women, for 

the one who needs sexless (or who makes a good show of needing is less) 

gets to control the encounter. 

 

Beauty and virginity are valued in women, but physical strength and 

economic ability are valued in men. Moreover, if a man cons a girl out of 

her virginity, it is viewed with disapproval in fact, where pre-marital loss 

of virginity is deemed to dishonor a girl’s family, a man could be murdered 

by her vengeful relatives. But if a woman cons a man out of his wealth, 

neither a crime nor an act calling for vengeance is deemed to have been 

committed. The fellow is simply dismissed as a fool while the girls acumen 

may be greatly admired. Carol, (2002, p. 40) 
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Recommendations: 

a) The womb’s basic power, the cradle’s strategic power, the kitchens 

tactical power; hold any one of these is to have great power. 

 

b) To hold all three is indeed to have overwhelming power (womb, cradle 

and kitchen). 

 

c) The feminist quite rightly point out that there is no reason, intrinsic to 

childrearing or to cooking hence woman is in control. 

 

d) In quietly annexing the cradle and in seizing control of the kitchen 

during the original division of labour between the gender’s (alias the fall 

of man in the garden of Eden) woman pulled off the most consequential 

coup in human history. The coup guaranteed that however mighty a 

man may become, he will submit to be ruled by woman. 

 

With the basic three pillar of power in the woman domain a man and all his 

possessions, tangible and intangible are women’s to disposed of. 

 

Conclusion: 

Despite woman’s paradise of privileges- privileges anchored on the womb, 

privileges of which most women are fully and happily aware. Feminists 

claim that women are powerless, and are oppressed by men. They have 

therefore demanded a reorganization of society on the basis of equally 

between men and women. They say they want a world without roles 

assigned by gender a world in which women share power and work and 

status equally with men. In the home and outside it, in the kitchen and in 

the office, in minding the mess and confusion of the children’s play pen and 

in managing the crises and disaster in the corridors of public power. 

 

With the illustrations of this study, it is indeed clear to state that the human 

society is basically matriarchal despite its patriarchal façade. To help us 
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assess feminism, we ought to note that in their attitudes to men, there are 

three basic types of women. The matriarchists, the tomboys and the 

termagant.  

 

A matriarchist, is a woman who believes that a man’s natural or god-

ordained role in life is to serve some matriarch or married mother; and that 

the best way to get full services out of him is to make him think that he is 

matriarch’s boss. A tomboy is a woman who would rather be a man. A 

termagant is a woman whether tomboy or quasi-matriarchist, who insists 

on showing her man that she not her boss, she therefore takes sadistic 

pleasure in harassing the bossing man. 

 

Finally, a woman can afford to be lazy and still be fed and clothed and taken 

care of. If a woman don’t have money her man friend will give her money. 

Men give money to their girlfriend; girls don’t give money to their 

boyfriends. Therefore, “seek ye first a husband and everything else shall be 

added unto you”. Instead of hunting for a house and a car, you find a 

husband and he’ll give you the house and car and do so on his kneel.  
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